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INITIAL TMX CENTRAL-CELL ICRH EXVERIHESTS 

ABSTRACT 

Fo- r topics are discussed in this report: the feasibility of applying ion 
cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) in the TMX central cell, some applications 
of heating, the results of preliminary experiments, and plans for further ICRH 
experiments. Fnst-wave propagation and heating at 2w becomes feasible at 

12 —3 deuterium-ion densities exceeding 4 x 10 cm and slow-wave heating appears 
feasible at lower densities. Either technique is capable of coupling more than 
200 kW into the plasma. Calculations of the ICRH power requirements for ion 
heating, beta limits, radial diffusion, and axial confinement experiments in 
the TMX central cell give encoiraging results. We prepared an ICRH experiment 
ar 2u> . for the TMX central cell, and during preliminary experiments, solved 
three technical problems: interference with n<»uti ll beams, degradation of the 
antenna Q by titanium gettering, and development of diagnostics to measure the 
rf power and radiation resistance. A remaining technical problem, the 
shielding of rf magnetic as well as electric fields from the plasma with a 
Faraday shield, prevented the coupling of substantial rf power to the plasma. 
We propose a redesign of the Faraday shield that should solve the problem. Ko 
fundamental obstacles were f<und to the use cf ICRH in tandem mirror machines. 
Finally, we discuss the use of ICRH to assist in the stcrtup of thermal 
barriers in TMX Upgrade by heating the central-cell plasma to collisionle"" 
temperatures. Further experiments will be performed on Phaedrus, in collabo
ration with the University of Wisconsin group, to develop the necessary ICRH 
techniques. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report describes results of ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) 
experiments carried out in the central cell of TMX. During these experiments, 
which were terminated when TMX was shut down foi modification to TMX Upgrade, 
we successfully solved severa' technical problems. In our last series of 
experiments, plasma shorting of the Faraday shield limited us to 16 kiJ coupling 
to the plasma. Although we were able to measure plasma loading of the antenna, 
at this power level we could not detect plasma heating) which would have been 

8/. at best and woulo have been at the limits 01 our detectability. Central-
cell ICRH experiments are now being continued on the Phaedrus experiment at 
the University of Wisconsin in order to evaluate he role of ICRH on TMX 
Uugt.ad.e. 

This report includes a study of the feasibility of applying ICRH in 
tandem-mirror central cells, an evaluation of several applications ol ion 
heating, the results of preliminary experiments in TMX, and plans for future 
experiments. 

Both fast-wave and slow-wave propagation and heating appear feasible in 
tandem mirrors. The fast wave at 2cu . requires l.yJrogen densities exceeding 

12 -3 C 1 

2 x 10 cm for propagation of the m = 0 mode in a 25--cm-radius colt"1"-. It 
has been successfully used in the Princeton Large Torus (PLT) at i30-!cW levels. 
At <" -, the fast wave requires densities four times higiif.r for propagation; 
however, Phaedrus has successfully heated plug plasmas with an evanescent fast 
wave in the near .Held of the antenna. These plug plasmas had densities and 
radii below the threshold for fast-wave propagation. Slow-wave heating in the 
Model C Stellarator coupled 2000 kW from the transmitter, and on RFC-XX at 
Nagoya slow waves have coupled 190 kW. But because the TMX central cell does 
cot provide a uniform magnetic field falling off to a magnetic beach at either 
end, as in these two experiments, we cannot simply apply the already developed 
techniques. We discuss an antenna arrangement—a single half-turn coil at one 
end of the central cell—that will be tried on Phaedrus, and ms, couple either 
to the slow or the fast wave. 

The first application of ICRH is obviously ion heating. We compute the 
power levels required in the TMX central cell. Coupling 100 kW into the ions 
is calculated to increase the ion temperature by 40 eV, at densities of about 

12 —3 5 x 10 cm . which is readily detected with diamagnetic loops. By lowering 
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the plug beta to a few percent or by changing the magnetic field geometry to 
lower the theoretical interchange beta limit, we could begin to test beta 
limits with power levels of 100 to 200 kW. Tests at higher plug betas of 20 
to hQ%, where ballooning beta limits diverge from interchange beta limits, 
requires power levels of 500 to 1000 kW or more. In this range, ion tempera
tures exceed 300 eV, and radia1 diffusion is predicted to become significant, 
possibly limiting beta. We conclude that measuring global plasma properties 
at high ICRH power should permit determination of either beta limits or radial 
diffusion rates, but not both, although more detailed measurements may allow 
both to be determined. At temperatures below 300 eV and power levels below 
400 kW, end losses dominate and we could study the scaling of axial electro
static and magnetic confinement with the temperature. 

On the basis of other ICRH experiments that coupled as much power into 
plasmas as we calculated was needed to produce significant effects in TMX, we 
were encouraged to attempt an ICRH experiment, in THX. The experiments that we 
performed during the last two months of TMX operation did not couple enough 
power to produce unambiguous indication.' of ion heating, but we did solve 
several technical problems and did not find any fundamental obstacles to suc
cessful use of ICRH in tandem-mirror central cells. The problems we solved 
were: (1) interference with neutral learns was eliminated by improving the 
rf-grotnding system, (2) degradation of the antenna Q by titanium gettering 
was reduced to an insignificant level by covering the antenna with a Faraday 
shield, and (3) diagnostics were developed to measure the rf power and 
radiation resistance. The measured power was about 16 kW ind the radiation 
resistance was Less than 0.1 ohm. Both were reduced by a factor of about 36 
from design levels by a fourth problem—shorting of the Faraday shield by the 
plasma. We propose the following solution to this problem, which has yet to be 
tested: by mounting each element of the Faraday shield from the wall rather 
Chan from an intermediate ring, wc will enclose more magnetic flux between the 
antenna and its image currents (that will now be in the wall rather than the 
support ring), and thus we expect to couple substantially more power to the 
plasma. 

Future plans include the use of ICRH to assist in the startup of thermal 
barriers, by heating the central-cell ions to a fsnpeiature where they will 
not collisionally fill the barrier faster than it can be pumped, We plan to 
develop the necessary techniques on Phaedrus, in collaboration with the 
University of Wisconsin group. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ion cyclotron resonance heating (iCPJi) has been used successfully to heat 
ions in a number of toroidal and linear devices. Some of these experiments are 
Is ted in Tables 1 and 2. Of note are the products of the heating and coupling 
efficiencies (which range up to about f>0£ in the larger devices'), the large 
number of different antenna designs, and the large number of heating mechan
isms. The efficiencies of ICRH plasma heating can be similar to or higher than 
the efficiencies of neutral-beam heatinp,, but the physii-.3 of the heating is 
mare complicated. 

In this report, we discuss various ICRH methods for use in a tandem-mirror 
central cell, evaluate the ICRli requirempnt for four physics experiments that 
are possible in TMX. outline the requirements lor ICRH-assisted startup of TMX 
Upgrade, describe the ICRH hardware that was installed on TMX, and discuss 
preliminary results. 

I. iCRH METHODS IN A TANDEM MIRROR CENTRAL CELL 

ICRH has been used extensively and successfully in tokamaks, am? to a 
lesser degree in mirror machines. In this section, we discuss the present 
theoretical and experimental knowledge of propagation and damping oi fast and 
slow waves. Much of the existing knowledge is specialized to tokamaks; we will 
attempt to point out where such knowledge does not necessarily apply to mirror 
machines. 

Two modes of ICRH appear most promising for heating ions „>i the TMX 
central cell. The first is the fast wave, also called the magneto-sonic wave, 
or Alfven wave. It is used to heat hydrogen or deuterium ions at the funda
mental jr harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency; in particular, 2d) . 
heatine is promising. Propagation and possible crapping of the fast wave is 
discussed in Sec. IA and heating is discussed in Sec. IB and IC. The second 
mode is the slow wave, also known as the ion cyclotron wave, or transverse 
Alfven wave. It propagates below cu ., to a magnetic beach where resonance 
heating occurs at u .. Section ID discusses successful heating of linear 
devices, or linear sections of devices, including the Model C Stellarator and 
RFC-XX. Section IE discusses magnetic beach designs for TMX. 
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TABLE 1. Summary of I CRII e x p e r i m e n t s , from PPPL- lb lO. 

Device MHz. 
f, P rri Launching* 

Coupling Healing 
efficiency,** efl iciency ,*>'•' T; , 

% 1. «V 

Pulse 
l e n g t h , 

ms H e a t i n g median i sin* 

25 450 

T-4 ^ j j\) 

5 0 - y u Bu 

!i50 
(oitoj 
(1000 J 

TM-1 Vch 7-35 150 

DIVA 50 100 

Macrotor 1-2U ^00 

TO-1 4b" 5 

Two 1/^-coils 
(no Faraday 
shield) 

I/3-turn copper 
strip (ceramic 
case, no shield'1 

J/4-turn coil 

Tantlem 1 /2 - tu rn 
co'i Ls (Faraday 
s h i e l d e d ) 

1/2-turn coils 
(Faraday 
shielded) 

Two asyrrmetr ic 80-90 
c o i l s 

1 /2 - tu rn c o i l 

R e c t a n g u l a r loop 

Coi] 

b5 

I 

200 l'J 

2U0 1 

ISO M 

i0(J 100 
(minor
ity up 
to bO 
koVJ 

(5) 

100 
I I 4 

I 

200 2-4 

W 21 

Fundaments 1 two-i on 
hybrid 

Two-ion hybrid 

Direct minority heating 

Two-ion hybrid 

Two-ion hybrid D + 

(direct minority 
heating, D'J 

Two-ion. hybrid 

Second harmonic 

Off resonant 

Comments in parentheses were not in Rof. 1. 
"These efficiencies are defined differently lrom those U5,-'d i n S c c • of Ref. 1-



TABLE 2. Additional ICRH experiments. 

f. 
MHz 

prf> kW 
Launching 
structure 

Heating 
efficiency, 

X 
Ti. 
eV 

Pulse 
length 

4-i turn Stix 
coil 

Tandem 1/2-turn 

0.1-0.2 

0.3-0.7 

550 

50-130 

5 

40-100 

Heating mechanism 

Model C 
Stellarator 

Phaedrus 

Phaedrus 

RFC-XX 

25 

190 

coils with ceramic 
but no Faraday 
shield 

1/2-turn coils 
Faraday shielded 

1-turn coil 
ceramic 

l/2-tum coil 
ceramic 

1/2-turn ceramic 

2 paifj phased 
Nagoya Type III 

>0.3 

-0.5 

0.5 1000 

Slow wave Eundamental 
resonance 

Minority and 2-ion 
hybrid 

Second harmonic 

Fast wave 
fundamental evanescent 

Fast wave 
fundamental evanescent 

Second harmonic 

Slow wave 



Propagation of the fast wave requires large high-density devices that 
allow radial standing waves. Propagation of n = 0 waves in a conducting 

v cylinder filled with plasma requires"" 

na2(cn,-L) > 5 X 1(J15 (-1- ) ( -£± ) (1) 

For the TMX central cell, where a * 25 cm, (ra./m-,,) = 2, and (0 = 2u ., a 
density n > 4 x 10 is required. This cutoff density varies with the azi-
muthal mode number m. If the plasma is surrounded by a vacuum annulus, the 
positive m-modes are not ct:L off, but propagate as a surface wave at very low 
densities. Note that the cutoff density for hydrogen is half of that for 
deuterium beciise of the mass ratio. 

Hiro Takahashi points out that m < 0 modes may reach cutoff and perhaps 
reflect at the ends of the central cell, thereby exciting cavity resonances 
(eigenmodes). The resulting higher amplitude waves could provide very effi
cient coupling cc the plasma, evei. if Che damping is weak. We concluded that 
ra < 0 waves will be cut off because, by flux conservation, 

2 2 B 0 
n a = " a0 B~ ' 

which decreases by a factor of B/3 n = 20 (for constant n) at the mirror. 
2 Furthermore, the <i) ./a) term above adds another B term for a Cotai of ci 3 (B/B_) = 8000 in the requirement for propagation. The major uncertainty 

is whether, at tho cutoff, the wave will reflect or will mode convert to a 
propagating mode > uch as a slow wave. S. Yoshikavra predict! mods conversior 
at cutoff in the presence of F'.nority ions. 

Brian HcVey has modeled fast-wave propagation and heating (t'.g. 1) with 
a code that includes fundamental damping, Landau damping, and collisions, but 
does not yet include 2(u . JtmFing. His results agree with Eq. (1)—he finds 

C 1 12 -3 
the lowest-deuslty eigenraode at n = 4 * 10 cm (Fig. 2). However, this mode 
deposits most of the power at the boundary of the plasma, where it will be 
qjickly lost >>y radial diffusion or charge exchange (Fig. 3). By raising the 

12 -3 . 12 -i 
density to 7 x 10 cm in deuterium, or 3.5 x 10 cm in hydrogen, 
the pouer deposition can be peaked at a radius of 15 cm, decreasing towards the 
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Current loops 

a =25-38 cm 
b = 42-48 cm 
c = 80 cm 
s= MOcm 
L= 160-200 cm 

• End plate 
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a io% H 
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FIG. 2. The computed antenna loading resistance in a deuterium plasma versus 
central-cell density for 5%, 10%, and 20% concentrations of hydrogen. The 
solid line is for 5% H concentration. 



r (cm) 

FIG. 3. Computed radial power-deposition profiles for various densities (n e) 
in the central cell, s - 0.1, Ii » I2 = 30 a, B » 1 kG, T e - 140 eV; j% H: 
1 , = 200 eV, T x = 1000 eVj 95% Di T,, = T x = 50 eV, u = <ocil. The dashed line 
is corrected for constant power input. 

edge (Fig. 3). These densities also appear to be or'.imun; for minimizing power 
1 -iquirements (Sec. III). The code assumes a square density profile. A 
diffuse profile may reduce the power depos;Lion near Lhe plasma boundary. 
These results are discussed further in Appendix A. 

B. Fundamental Heating 

Fart waves in a plasma that --'eludes a minority-ion species uith a highej 
cyclotron frequency are absorbed by three mechanic."..: node conversion, 
minority heating at the fundamental cyclotron frequency, and heating of the 
majority ions at the second harmonic. 
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In tokainaks, mode conversion occurs only with large concentrations of 
minority ions. Tokamak rules o£ thumb indicate trat mode conversion is 
unlikely in THX. However, this needs to be evaluated '"or the tandem geometry. 

Enhanced minority heating occurs in tokamaks when the fundamental cyclo
tron frequency of the minority species is near the two-ion hybrid resonance. 

o Y. Matsuda has 'VaU' -ed this and concluded that this effect is absent in 
the central cell. 

Enhanced minority heating has been successful on several tokamak 
7 ° experiments including the Princeton Large Torus (PLT), " where up to 1 MW 

has beC'. ..nupled into D-H and H- He plasmas. The majority ions are heated 
collision.il ty by the hot tail of the rf-heated minority. Wr can estimate the 
H-D collisions! power transfer for TMX from Spitzer equipartinon of energy, 
using In A = 15, 

2.35 * 10"6 q n* n* z\ tl (T1 - T.J V 
p = * * i . \ * <^ ( 2 ) 

\3/2 x ' 

S*2 (^ + T2) 
—3 3 

where n is density (cm ), T is temperature CeV), V is volume (cm ), and q 
is charge (1.6 x 10 C). For loss concentrations of hydrogen, i.e., 

12 -3 n,/n. = 0.05 and n, = 5 * !0 cm , we find that optimum heating occurr for 
T h = 500 eV and T d = 100 eV, resulting in P = 6.3 kW. This is totally inade
quate to heat to high bet;*. We can improve this situation somewhat by using 

3 . . . . 
D- He, or by increasing the deuterium or minority densities, but the consider
ations of wave penetration and power requiremerts versus density make minority 
damping incapable of achieving high beta in the THX central cell. 

Fundamental ion-cyclotron heating has been successfully applied to the 
end plug? of Phaodtus. This heating has been more successful with tmlt-
iurn m = 1 antennas than with circular m - 0 antennas. This is attributed to 
the lack of a null rf field on axis with m = 1 antennas. The loading resis'-
ance has been found to be proportional to the plasma density, rather than 
independent of it, as predicted 1'or slow waves, and is an order of magnitude 
larger than for stow curves. The decrease of the loading resistance w w i 
increasing a; /u from 1.0 to 1.2, where 1.0 lefers to resonance directly unt'er 
the antenna, is also inconsistent with slow waves. This is interpreted as a 
result of moving the tsonati. zone farther from the antr-rtna, where the 

-11-
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evanescent near field of the antenna is weaker. A rfcent theory of heating by 
12 evanescent fast waves appearf to fit the data quite well. 

C. Second Harmonic Heating 

The prospects are also promising for second harmonic damping. First; the 
wave energy is deposited directly into Ll.e majority deuterium ions. Second, 
the damping io enhanced over that in a tokamak because io^s remain resonant in 

13 
a large fraction of the central cell volume, rather than only tfhile tra
versing a thin layer as in a tokamak. Third, wp may be able to trap the Tast 
wave in the central cell, * as discussed in Sec. IA, to further enhance the 
heating efficien.y. 

Second harmonic damping Jm a only recently bean obspr.-d i tperiraentally 
on PLT in a hydrogen discharge with up to 250 kW of rf power at 42 MHz. Tail 
heating to T. = 7 keV was observed, consistent with Fokker-Planck computations 
of 2u! .. heating. 

Ue estimate the heating to be expected at 2w . in the TMX central cell 
15 C 1 13 

using the theory of Stix as evaluated by Scharer, et al. They calculate 
the power abso.'oc'on by the io:iS per unit volume, P(W/m ), in mks units, as 

V * - l 

9,14 

P = IE. ex.p 
II 

CO 

-1 where I i s the harmonic number (id = £ w ) . He used va lues of k.. = 6 

k. = 12 m f roa r e s u l t s of McVey's code. At resonance the exponent term i s 
nd 

fan . = 0, but vacuum-field nonuniforraity or finite beta cause unity and t. 
this term to go to zero at 1% ofi resonance for T. jO eV or 5% off resonar.ee 
for 7. =• 500 PV. From -he ireusured ridius of 0.25 in and the computed magnetic-
lield plot, we estimate the resonant volume for T. - 500 eV to be V = 0.24 
n . Tue total power absorbed into the TMX central cell rs then 

P(W) = 1.2 x 10 -10 (enf 3) A 1 / 2 (amu) E * / 2 (eV) B~ 2 (kG) 

x (E (*_\| V U 3 ) . 

(The units are included in th.: equation for convenience.) As an example, for 

-12-
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12 -3 hydrogen at n = i.i x 10 cm , E. = 500 eV, jJ = 1 kG, anil E + = 10 V/cra, we 
obtaii P " 0.2 HW. Results from McVey's code indicate that electric fields of 
E + * 10 V/un are reasonable. 

A well-known characteristic of second harmonic heatinf :s that i[ heats 
the tail rather than the bulk of the ion-energy distribution, because the power 

1/2 absorption is proportional to E. or >elodty. We estimate the naximum 
power level at which the tail ians can collisionally heat the bulk using 
Spitzer's equipartition of energy. For tail (tJ ions interacting with the Sine 
charge and mass ions in the buU (b) in a volume V(cm ) = u.2 x 10 /B(KG) tor 
TMX, we obtain 

4.5 x 10 5 A 1 / Z (amu) [T, (eV) + r < e V ) ] 3 / 2 

T (s) = z~ - (4) 
e « n k (CP." J) Z* 

h 
and 

1.0 x 1U~ 1 3 n [T CeV) - T leV)] 
p ( w ) " -i Ua) x U) ' 

c eq 
where P is the power that ions in the tail del:ver to those in the bulk of 
the distribution. We can maximize the energy exchange, by setting 
nfa = n = b x 10 l cm and T b = 50 eV, to P < 2.2 x 10 W. Above this power 
live M ions will run away until they are limited by electron drag or lost, and 
effective heating of the bulk of the ion distribution will not occur. 

Wc conclude that second-harmonic heatii.g of either deuterium or hydrogen 
at n < 5 x 10 cm - is not effective at the power levels much above 10 W 
that are required to study radial diffusion or btra limits in the TMX central 
cell. However, it should be effective at maintaining central-cell ion temper
atures of 1 keV in TMX Upgrade with a thermal barrier Co re;'"ce axial losses. 

P. Slow-Wave Experiments 

A large number of slow-wave heating experiments have been done in linear 
devices ' and in the straight sections of stellarators. - > ' i ° ~ ' ! u These ex
periments successfully heated ions, with power levels up to 2 MW obtained in 
the Model C atellarator- In the ST Tokamak the heaLiag was concentrated 
near the antenna, indicating that the slow wave "id not propagate around a 

21 torus; hence slow-wave heating has not beer, used fu ^her in tok^maks. 
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The slow wave propagates for fi = u/ai . < 1 a n d resonantly heats ions at 
Q = 1, The two keys to successful slow-wave heating have been: O ) propagate 
from an antenna located in a higher magnetic field where JJ < 1 to a magnetic 
beach where £2 •+ 1 and the wave Pnergy is absorbed by the ions; (2) use a coil 
structure, "h as a Stix coil or a Nagoya type-Ill antenna, that selects the 

22 optimum wavelength for prjpagation-
' 7 

Recent experiments* on RFC-XX at Nagoya have obtained successful slow-
wave heating in a solenoiJal magnetic field stoppered by cusps at either end. 
Slow waves were propagated from two pair of Nagoya type-Ill antennas to 
magnetic beaches at either end. (This is different from the TMX geometry, 
where the magnetic field strength increases at the ends.) The heating wis 
optimized for a phase difference ~>f 180 between pairs of antennas, at vhich 
they achieved a heating efficiency greater than 50%. Injection of 3 90 kW of rf 
into a hydr'-gen plasma ti = 1 x 10 cm , r = 5 cm, and I £ 2 m raised the 
ior. temperature to T. * 1 keV. r IC 

E. Magnetic Beach Designs for TMX 

We have examined several geometries for producing wave absorption at a 
magnetic beach. The first geometry (Fig. 4) was initially attractive because 
waves could propagate in both directions from an antenna at the center, ab
sorbing almost all the wave energy in beaches at either end. However, during 
discussions with Ron Cohen, it became clear that raaial drifts could greatly 
reduce ion confinement. The calculated magnetic field is plotted in Fig. 4. 
We see that the B„ field begins to increase, to about 70 g, at z = 115 cm, 
where ions that are barely mirror-trapped at one end of the central cell vould 
reflect. Thes« ions would drift radially to the wall because they do not reach 
;he opposite end cf the central cell where they would experience equal but o ^ 
posite radial drifts. Note that this is not a diffusion process, as the radial 
steps add rathtir than partially cancelling. 

The standard TMX configuration is shown in Fig. 5. An antenna can be 
placed at position A or B. rither position allows the slow wave to propagate 
in both directions. With anter.na A, the outer beach is near the plug midpiane 
(similar to Don Smith's work on Phaedrus, although this heating is now 
attributed to the evanescent fast wave in the near field of the antenna ) . 
With antenna B, the outer beach is beyond the mirror (not shown) and may heat 
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FIG. H. MAFCO magnetic field calculations for a central antenna propagating 
slow waves to magnetic beaches at either end of TMX. (a) IB| VS Z, 
(b) B f l vs 2. i l ' 
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20,000 

m 
10,000 

0 100 20l> 3C0 
Distance from plug center (cm) 

FIG. 5. Usual TMX configurations of |B] VS Z with possible -r.tenna and 
magnetic beach positions indicated. 

escaping ions, increasing the power deposition on the end wall. Plurj heating, 
similai to case A, has not hurt the plug confinement of Phaedrus. where heating 
is applied at 30° to 40° from the loss cone; but because of col'iisional losses, 
central-cell containment for heating within 5.5 of the loss cone (ss with 
antenna A) is unlikely to be much better than that found with drift-c>clotron 
loss cone. (DCIX) rf in TMX, so we reject this alternative. 

Antenna B has several attractive features: 
« Tht beach can be located anywhere from the midplane to the transi

tion region near the antenna. This is very attractive from the point of vieu 
of controlling the plasma angular distribution: allowing high pressure to 
extend into ballooning regions or concentrating the pressure near the center 
(similar to radial neutral-beam injection). 

• This mode of heating is applicable to TMX Upgrade, where hydrogen 
operation will exclude minority heating (although fast-wave second harmonic 
heating will be possible). 
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• Slow-wave experiments have coupled greater than 1 HW into plasmas 
w e n wave aosorpejor at a beach. 

• Evanescent near fields may produ-e efficient bulk heating at !« . , 
nv. a H.23 C 1 

as on Phaedrus. ' 
Antenna B also has some uncertainties or problems: 

j 
' • Up to half of the power may be wasted in heating plasma outside the 

plugs. Besides beinp inefficient, heating plasma outs id', the plugs may in
crease gaj. refluxing. thereby decreasing T , and also may distort ion energy 
•ind power measurements at the end wall. 

• Slow-wave coupling from an antenna to a plasma occurs only over a 
22 narrow range of approximately 10% in Ji = w/tu .. For optimum coupling from a 

multielement antenna such as a Stix coil, to. must be held constant over the 
antenna array; i.e., the magnetic field must be constant. The magnetic field 
gradient at position B therefore prohibits the use of a Stix coil. However, 

2!> Stix suggested that a single coil in a magnetic field gradient may produce 
an effect similar to that of three-phased foils, because, £or a cyclotron 
resonance under the antsnna, to one side the wave-to-ion phase is E /(oi + ft) 
and to the other side the phase is E +/C a j - ^ ) . He added that while it is 
plausible i-hat antenna B will couple efficient?v to slow waves, the idea is 
untested. 

II. APPLICATIONS OF ICRH FOR THE TMX CENTRAL CELL 

The reasons for pursuing ICRH heating of tandem mirrc central cells are 
to: 

» Develop an alternative to neutral-heam heating. 
• Study beta limits. 
• Stfiy radial diffusion. 
a Test the scaling of axial electrostatic confinement with T. . 

1C 
• Develop an alternative startup technique for TMX-Upgrade. 

In this section, we calculate the TCRH power required to study the first four 
topics in ttu. TMX central cell. The final topic is discussed in Sec. IV. 
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A. Alternative Heating Technique 

Neutral beams are a very successful means of heating mirror machines and 
tokamaks, and are likely to remain an essential technique for heating mirror 
plugs, pumping thermal barriers, and injecting sloshing ions, because of the 
control that can be exercised over the phase space distribution of the trapped 
ions. However, in a tandem central cell, as in a torus, the raajor objective 
of heating is to provide the desired power to a roughly tfaxwellian ion dis
tribution oii each flux tube, with no requirements on the angular distribution 
of the heated ions. For thî s<" purposes rf heating in general, and ICRH in 
particular, appears promising. 

B. Theoretical Beta Limits 

Tom Kaiser has computed beta limits in TMX for interchange and 
ballooning. Figure 6 shows representative results. Tests of interchange 
beta limits can be made at very low betas, to determine the maximum ratio 
P./P • To test the ballooning limits we ret aire a minimum of 8 > 0.2 and 
6 > 0.1. Ideallv we would achieve B ~ 0.4 and g ll 0.2 so that the 
ballooning and interchange beta limits are sufficiently different to be easily 
distinguishable experimentally. Tom Kaiser and Bud Karmendy have found 
that the theoretical beta limits can be varied by modifying the magnetic field 
geometry by changing currents in the TMX coils. This provides an opportunity 
to test the variation of the predicted beta limit with magnetic field geometry. 

Since ballooning is caused by high plasma pressure in regions of bad cur
vature, we require a sufficiently wide angular distribution of ions to achieve 
this. Ballooning is expected where the central-cell field begins to bend in 
towards the fan, which occurs at 100 to 130 cm fiom the center of TMX, where 
the magnetic field has increased slightly (to 1.1 to 1.4 kG) from the 1 kG at 
the center. For the plasma pressure to extend to ballooning regions, the an
gular distribution must be at least 10 to 30° wide. We expect to control the 
angular distribution by adjusting the location of cyclotron resonance or by 
controlling the collisionality of the plasma through the density and 
temperature. 
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FIG. 6. Theoretical stalility limits of TMX against ballooning. 

C. Radial Diffusion 

Resonant radial transport has been calculated by Ron Cohen and Tim 
Cutler. They calculate diffusion caused only by density gradients T a n d 
also with contributions from ion-temperature and potential jradients T 
Fig. 7 shows the power P required to sustain ions at a temperature T. against 
losses due to radial diffusion in the TMX central cell, 

P = 3/2 q n T. V/T . 

If T. is constant, Cohen and Cutler show that T «= T. ' so that P <• iV*. 
V 1 1 

Thus radial diffusion results in an upper limit to the ion temperature for a 
given power input; furthermore, it may truncate the ion energy distribution 
from the usual hot tail found with rf heating. T:i tnis case, either neutral 
beam or rf heating could be inefficient. Although the magnitude of radial 
diffusion, at a given temperature, depends critically on whether i or T. 

2 1 2 
properly describes the experiment, and on (r f/r ) , large variations in the 
coefficient of radial diffusion have little effect on the temperature achiev
able with a given power input, as shown in Fig. 7. 
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FIG. 7. The power required to sustain TMX central ceil against radial 
diffusion versus Che ion temperature. (See Ref. 24 for a definition of 
parameters.) 

Axial Power Balance 

Stc-.e Devoto calculated the TMX power balance with axial and electron 
drag losses, including auxiliary central-cell ion heating, ' to determine how 
much power is required to achieve a high cer - cell ion temperature. These 
results apply to T. > 1000 eV only if radial diflusion is much weaker than 
prcdi.ted. His results, plotted in Fig. 8, show that axial losses do not limit 
beta for power levels above 400 kW absorbed by a plasma of n = 5 x 10 cm . 
The plug beta was arbitrarily set at 52. Devoto pointed out that plug micro-
stability must be assured, and evaluated two cases: (1) allowing T to vary 

ep 
in order to achieve a power balance required (J < 14%, and (2) fixing 
T = 50 eV required B„ < 23% so that central-cell losses could stream-ep c 
stabilize the plugs. If we could stabilize TMX end plugs with external gas 
boxes as was done with 2KIIB, then the plug microstability would be independent 
of the central cell, g would be limited only by available neutral beam-
power, and g would be limited by radial diffusion or MHD limits. An 
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FIG. 8. The power required to heat central-cell ions versus ion temperature 
T; c (from Devoto -^). 

additional casu that includes electrostatic axial confinement is also plotted 
ir. Fig. 8. This results in slightl" higher T. for a given input power. 

The results of a more general power balance, including radial diffusion 
as well as axial losses and drag by 100-eV electrons, are plotted against beta 
in Fig. 9 for deuterium operation. The radial-diffusion power loss was com
puted as discussed in Sec. IC. The power into electron drag was computed for 
T = 100 eV. Electron heating to greater than 100 eV is probable, and will 
reduce the drag power. The axial power loss was calculated analytically as 
shown below, then normalized to Devoto's results at the fame ion velocity, to 
include effects of charge-exchange looses due to gas puffing. We used the 
axial-loss formula recently implemented in the CF1TS program by Correll: 

n T =10° T , Z A '" log(B /B ) * 4 x 10 n T *' A 1 ' ' B /B . c c c roc c c m c 

30 

We ignored electrostatic confinement since it will be a small effect for 
T. ' 0, We conclude that axial losses dominate at low ion temperatures (or 
betas), radial losses dominate at higher temperatures, and that electron drag 
is not an imp>rtant energy loss mechanism for central-cell ions. 
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FIG. 9. Power loss versus ion beta in the TUX central cell for a deuterium ion 
density of 5 x 1 0 1 2 for loss mechanisms including radial diffusion! electron 
drag) and axial collisional flow and collisionless mirror losses without 
electrostatic plugging. Beta does not include the electron contribution. 
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We have evaluated ion lifetime limitations due to charge exchange, with 
Cerry Cryczkowski's neutral-gas penetration code. The results (Figs. 10 and 
11) show that gas puffer flow rates must be increased as T. increases in 
order to man-rain the central density. This decreases the ion lifetime ag.iinst 
charge exchange. Our conclusion is that ions diffusing radially will reach the 
wall as charge-exchange neutrals rather than as ions. 

The optimum parameter range for experiments can be obtained from Figs. 7, 
ii, and 9. To accentuate radial diffusion, we operate at the lowest possible 
central-cell density in order to obtain the maximum ion temperature with the 

5/2 available power (P a nT. ) . To obtain maximum beta we must compromise 
' 1 between axial and radial losses. r'- • np-.-;t->- i *. - ••---' '.i Ii.̂ j i- l' 

P ^ 10 W by end losses that scale as n t where 1 < a < 2, and by electron 
2 drag that scales as n . But the density cannot be decreased indefinitely at 

high b"?ta because radial diffusion becomes large at higher ion temperatures. 

III. INITIAL TMX EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Experimental System 

The ICRH system consists of a transmitter, controls, rf diagnostics, an 
antenna with parallel vacuum capacitors to form a resonant circuit, plasma 
limiters on either side of the antenna, and, for some of the experiments a 
Faraday shield. 

The transmitter (Fig. 12) is a 1-MW class C amplifier powered by a 
capacitor bank of 560 Pfd and 25 kV to provide 70-?is-duration pulses with no 
more Chan 20% droop. The final amplifier is driven by a 1-kW driver that in 
turn is driven by a gated oscillator. The oscillator was operated in two 
modes: fixed and swept frequencies in the range of 1.3 to 2.2 MHz. The 
transmitter will be used on TMX Upgrade. The pulse duration of 70 ms is 
adequate for TMX Upgrade, and the transmitter can be easily retunpr! to other 
frequencies. 

The vacuum capacitors include two remotely tunable 1000 pf, 35 kV units 
operated from the control room to provide fine tuning. Coarse tuning was 
achieved by installing or removing fixed 1000-pf capacitors. The antenna 
(Figs. 13 and 14) was a one-turn copper loop, 10 cm wide and with a 42-cm 
radius, surrounding the central-cell plasma. This design is based on the 
computed coupling to fast waves shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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FIG. 10. Charge-exchange ion lifetimes versus radius tor various ion leaf»r-
atures in the TMX central cell, calculated by G. Gryzkowski's neutral-g<is 
penetration code. The gas flow is normalized to sustain nT = 3 x 10'" cm"-* s 
at r = 0, n- = 5 10 12 cm i , and B c = i.O kC. 
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FIG. 11. The gas puffer flo'. ra'.e required for fueling vci=uc the ion 
temperature nT = 5 * lO^O cm"3 on axis. 
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FIG. 13. ICRH antenna-transmitter block diagram. 
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FIG. 14. The location of the ICRH antenna, Faraday shield, and limiters in the 
TMX centra] cell, and the magnetic îeld strength along the TMX centraZ-ceLi 
axis. 

Two copper limiters of 38-cm radius, on either side of the antenna, 
reduced the plasma flux to the antenna. They also shielded the octupole 
coils, diagmagnetic loops, and getter wires from the rf, and confined the gas 
from puffing experiments to the central cylindrical plasma. They were split 
into eight sectors to reduce circulating currents, and were grounded to the TMX 
vacuum-tanK wall. 

A Faraday shield was installed for a second series of experiments to 
reduce plasma bombardment of the antenna to a much greater degree than the 
limiters did and to shield the plasma from th^ rf electric field and protect 
the antenna from titanium gettering. Diagnostics were built to measure the 
power into the plasm J and tlu. radiation resistance (Figs. 13 and 15 and Table 
3). The primary diagnostic was to measure the rf current and voltage and the 
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phase angle between them. The current and voltage were measurea at the trans
mitter (Ii, **',), and at the input to the antenna-capacitor resonant circuit 
(I,,, V,,). The circulating current through the antenna (I-) was also 
measured- Taking rms values, the power from the transmitter is given by 

2 P. = I. V. cos 6-. The radiation resistance is R, = P/I,. These quantities 
1 1 1 1 L J 

are computed by the data-acquisition system. Initially, we used unshielded 
current transformers and voltage dividers. As the experiment progressed, we 
upgraded these with electrostatic shields, and measured their sensitivities 
and phase shifts with the shields in place. 

Additional measurements oi' the input power from the capacitor bank to the 
final amplifier provided an easily measured upper limit to the output power 
and a measure of the efficiency of the amplifier. 

A directional coupler to measure forward and reelected power was designed, 
but not built-

B. Results with a Bare Copper Antenna 

Initially the neutral-beim system interrupted off for the duration of the 
ICRH pulse in the presence of plasmas. This problem occurred because the 
antenna was grounded to the TMX tank through the transmitter so that rf 
currents flowed through the plasma from the antenna to the TMX tank during a 
shot, resulting in an rf ground loop. This interference problem was elimi
nated by grounding the antenna at the vacuum vessel wall and grounding the 
transmitter only through the si.^eld of the coaxial cable between the 
transmitter and antenna. 

No rf iuterterence with diagnostics was observed except with adjacent 
diamagnecic loops that, like the antenna, encircled the plasma and coupled to 
the antenna through mutual inductance. This coupling was reduced to a toler
able level with SO ys RC integrators on the diamagnetic loop signals. Rf 
probes in the plugs as well as those in the central cell detected the rf of 
higher amplitude than DCLC. This indicated that a wave was propagating, 
although per.iaps only on the surface of the plasma. 

The Q of the antenna-matching capacitor-coaxial cable system was measured 
by the ratio of rf input current to circulating current (I,/I.). An alterna
tive, and more accurate, method was to sweep the driving frequency and measure 
Che width of the resonance, Q = f/if- The initial Q, in vacuum, was greater 
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TABLi: 3. Summary of rf diagnost ic* system. 

parameter 
•fteasureQ 
pnrameters 

'Measurement 
device 

"Measurement 
locat ion 

Software 
ca lcu la t ions 

dc power into 
transmitter, 
Pdc 

tic voltage, V(jc 

dc current, I d c 

Peak rf power. rf voltage, vrfl 

rms rf power* 
pnnel 

rE current, trfl 

Loadlng 
resistance, 
»L1 

Phase angle . 'I 

Peak rE power, rE voltage, vrf2 

nns rf power rf current, *rf2 
pmis2 

Loading 
resistance* 

R L 2 

Phase angle, ."2 

Voltage-to-frequency 
converter 

Current transformer 
and low-pass f i l t e r 

Resis t ive voltage 
divider and band
pass f i l t e r 

Unshielded current 
transformer and 
band-pass f i l t e r 

rnase de tec to r ; ae 
crossing type 

E lec t ro s t a l i ca 1 ly 
ah ie Ided capaci t i vc 
voltage divider and 
band-pass f i l t e r 

E l e c t r o s t a t i c a l l y 
shielded current 
transformer and 
band-pass f i l t e r 

Phase de tec to r : zero-
crossing type 

Capacitor bank 

High voltage input 
to t r ansmi t t e r 

At output of rf 
t ransmit ter 

Input of impedance-
matching c i r c u i t 1 
at the antenna 

Pdc - V d c r d c 

vH^-'i 
P rmsl " Vmsl 'rmsl c<"> ° l 

r pk2 2 

s2 " vrms2 '™s2 « s «2 

Vpk2 ° » h 
12 2 I, pk2 



Calculated 
parameter 

TABLE 3. Continued. 

Measured 
parameters 

Measurement 
device 

Measurement 
location 

Software 
calculat tons" 

Peak rf power, rf voltage, V r f 2 
ppk3 

rns rf power, 

Loading 
resistance, 

rt current, l rf3 

phase angle, n 3 

Electrostatica lly 
shielded voltage 
divider and band-
riss filter 

Unshielded current 
trans former and 
band-pass filter 

Phase detector; zero 
crossing type 

At antenna V n L i i 

pnns3 = Vrms2 ^ m s J C°S 9 3 

V , ., cos 0, 
_ ' P k 2 

n U 2 I pk3 

rf circulating 
current, I p k 3 

rf current, I-^j 

Unshielded current 
transformer 

Unshielded current 
transformer 

In antenna 

At transmitter 
output 

Q = -
pkl 

NOTE: rms value of vo l t age and cur ren t a rc obta ined by a mean-squaring c i r c u i t witP the square root c a r r i e d out in software* 
Peak values a re obtained l»y a pe f lk d e t e c t o r c i r c u i t . 

* The vo l t ages a t the matching c i r c u * t (V2) and a t the antenna (V3) a r e the saiPe» s s shown in F i g . 13. 



than luU (Fig. Iu) but dropped to less than 2U as a result of the deposition of 
titanium on tlie antenna surface. This proolrn nade a bare cop;; •*• antenna unus
able for ICRH experiments in TMX and profited Clio design of a I-'yradav shield. 

Shot 19 9/27/80 

t ~- 0 

Shot 15 9/27/80 

(a I B loop signal with plasma 

1.75 ^"• H "i:^AW\ 

J I I L. 
t = 0 

(b) B loop signal in vacuum 

:-'!(>. I 1 ' . An r t loop s i g n a l (ii) v e r s u s t i n e when :;'.,', ]ii [ u r . 
w i t h p lasma , (!>) in vacuum. The f requency i s swept from i . 
four Lines d u r i n g t h e plasm;! p u i s " . The system Q can in- d. 
w i d t h of t he r e s o n a n c e and a knowledge of the frcqueru • dm 
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C. I'.esults with a i-'araday-Shie Ided Antenna 

'..'• installed a Faraday shield, shown in F:,;s. 1 J anil 1 -, alter the August 
., r-::i. The shield's purpose w as to reduce cap.icii.ivo roup! in;; to t h. 
::--:. reduce plasma bombardment o\ the ant e n n a , je.o keep titanium ,•"!!• r i n ^ 

: the a n t e n n a . IL ncconp 1 i shod these ijoalr.: th- v.ioiun 0 ronai.i.-d near 
• •ven after the Se p t e m b e r 1CJKU run which coated the shield with t i l n n i u n , 
shielded antenna w as free of titaniun except f-jr a few isolated p a t c h e s . 
Faraday shield w as oriented so that ion orbits could not reach tiie antenna 
,re ait tin" the sh i e l d . 
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During installation of the shield, we measured B = dB/dt at the axis of 
the antenna with a loop probe, driving the antenna at 50 W with a known current 
and frequency. We found that the Faraday shield reduced B by a factor of 6 
(power by a factor of 36) compared with the bare antennas, and reduced the 
antenna inductance. This reduction was caused by rf image currents in the 
support rings for the Faraday shield (Fig. 13) cancelling most of the antenna's 
magnetic field. We installed an insulated break between each quadrant of the 
shield, which brought B back to within a factor of 2 of a bare antenna. 

However, with plasna, the Faraday shield again apparently shorted at the 
four insulated breaks (it was essentially a four-section shield). The results 
were similar to those with the original shorted turn shield: the inductance 
was decreased, the resonant frequency shifted upwards, and the rf magnetic 
fields were largely shielded from the plasma. 

The basic problem with this Faraday shield can be solved by supporting 
each element of the shield from the wall rather than from a ring between the 
wall and the antenna. This rooves the rf image currents from a ring just out
side the antenna radius to the wall at about twice the antenna radius. The 
increased area between the antenna and the return conductors greatly increases 
the amount of rf magnetic flux available to couple to the plasma. The antenna 
inductance should then be essentially unchanged by a Faraday shield. 

Since the antenna resonance was shifted by the plasma, we succeeded in 
locating the antenna-capacitor resonance with plasma only by sweeping the 
frequency +̂ 0.2 MHz (Fig. 16). The resonance is seen clearly in the vacuum shot 
[Fig. 16(b)], where the antenna Q is about 100, and is not obvious with plasma 
[Fig. 16(a)], where Q is perhaps 20 and is difficult to separate from the 
transmitter output power that varies over this frequency range. However, the 
resonant frequency changed as a function of plasma density, even during a 
single shot; therefore, we could not stay on resonance to heat the plasma. 

We estimate the rf energy coupled into the plasma during the tine it that 
the antenna is in resonance during the frequency sweep, and obtain the maximum 
change that might be produced in tha diamagnetic signals. The 2u.' . resonant 
region was located at z = 112 cm and was about 10 cm long. The rf energy is 
given by 

i E r f = P i c • 

From shot 16 on September 27, 1980, we obtain the rf power at the resonance at 
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19.5 ms from P. = I, V, cos 6~ = 3.6 kW. There is an uncertainty in this 
number due to the fact that calibrations changed with frequency. The error is 
no more than a factor of 2 for the worst case and is more likely less than 20%. 

_3 If we use At = 10 s, obtained from the duration of the rf peak on the 
central-cell rf probes, then E f = 3.6 J. The energy of the central-cell 
plasma is 

3 2 E = - q n ( T . + T ) IT r L = 45 J . c 2 n IC ec p 

If the rf heated with 100% efficiency, we could obtain 

= 0.08 . AE 
E rf 
Variations of 0.05 in the plasma energy derived from four central-cell 

diamagnetic loop signals showed some correlation with the time of the antenna 
resonance. This could indicate rf heating efficiencies exceeding 50%. Future 
experiments with a redesigned Faraday shield are expected to maintain resonance 
at a fixed frequency, and so provide longer heating times. This, together with 
the higher power coupling expected, should produce strong and unambiguous ion 
heating. 

An example of data from the rf diagnostics is shown in Fig. 17. Theta 2 
is defined only during the rf pulse when the rf voltage and current both exceed 
a threshold level. The peak rf current was measured with an electrostatically 
shielded current transformer. The peak rf voltage of about 800 V (not shown) 
was measured with a capacitive voltage divider that required careful calibra
tion and installation because its division ratio and phase shift were sensitive 
to both frequency and its termination impedance. The phase angle was obtained 
by measuring the time interval between zero crossings of the rf voltage and 
current. A positive phase angle represents the vnltage leading the current. 

We evaluate the rtns power by the equation P = 0.S V ,1 , cos 9„, where 
rms pz pZ I' 

peak values of the rf voltage and current, measured at the input to the 
antenna, are used. Both signals were filtered to remove harmonics. With an 
improved Faraday shield, we expect to couple much higher power levels than the 
16 kW measured here for two reasons: (1) The attenuation of the rf magnetic 
field by the shield should be r.uch less than 2 rather than 36 as in these data. 
We will be able to adjust the antenna circuit to be at, or near, resonance for 
the duration of the plasma. (-) We also expect the radiation resistance, 
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FIG. 17. Diagnostic signals at maximum power and fixed frequency. (Diagnostic 
shot 61 on 10/4/80; background shot 52, diagnostic no. 30.) 
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R = P/(I? cos ^-J). to increase to the order of 1 H from the value R "\ J u 

nieasured here 
For the shot shown, the ICRH was turned on at 15 ins, rfter the plasma na<J 

been formed, a*"* was turned off at 34 IDS, after the plasma had decayed. The 
antenna circuit was not in resonance either with or without plasma in this 
shot. The coiiiPara°le pjwer levels observed with and without plasma are 
believed to be a consequence of the out-o£—resonance condition. 

IV. ICRH ASSISTED STARTUP 0? TMX UPGRADE 

Startup of TMX Upgrade requires heating the central-cell ions to * high 
temperature in order to reduce collisional filling of the thermal bjrrier to a 

level that can D e pumped. This section discuasei the use of ICRH rather tha". 
neutral beams C° accomplish this heating. Open issues are listed that are 
ORS^aM*. t<i *Ufr*x- •auiex.'uaiuttJtX t£*t.5. -it VMtnx.$Ai&iiX 4K4.VMA.VM,, 

A. Startup SC£"il££ 

The startup of the TMX upgrade with ICRH is sketched in Fig. 18. The 
central-cell density is initially kept low (perhips 1 to 2 * jg erf ) to 
minimize axial losses and hence the heating power required. The ions are 
magnetic mirro* confined until the end-plug poteitial becomes high. The plugs 
provide an KHD anchor and should be absolutely or marginally microstable, with
out depending i>n central cell end losses. As tht central-cell ion teraperature 
increases, formation of the thermal barrier becones possible and the plug 
potential can P e increased to provide electrostatic confinement for the central 
cell so that ifs density can now be increased, wlile maintaining a moderate 
heating power. 

B. Theoretical Issues 

The f i r s t i s sue i s s p e c i f i c to ICRK, the rest apply to any central c e l l 

startup and h e 0 t i t l 6 technique! 

• S l o t f _ w a v e v s fast-wave heating: Effit ier.cy, range of a p p l i c a b i l i t y , 

overlap of densi ty ranges ( i f any), bulk or t a i l heac-ng. 

• Axi^l a n d radial power balance: How »uch power i s required to heat , 

build up, and sus ta in the c e n t r a l - c e l l ions? 
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0 t;as puYrinrg itm/iniuieirt.'; f̂ros -ratrtJn -gas T."S Tetpxi-Tei xo susta'm 
central c e l 1 a n d h o w ml-c1' § a s c a n c h e b^rrier and plug tolerate? 

C. Experimental Issu«;-5 

(Je will study ICRii in the Phaedrus central cell in a cooperative e f f o r t 

with f^ s t group. The experimental program will address several questions 1 

4 Antenna design and lo> tion: The first antenna-transmitter config -

uratii50 w i n be similar tc those used in Phaedrus plugs. Slow-wave p r o p a g a t l o n 

from - half-turn antenna in the transition region to a magnetic beach nea r t l l e 

mid'.i.'ne appears promising for initial heating from very low densities tc 
d e n s i M e s near n = 10 cm . A promising alternative heating technique (from 
recent Phaedrus end-plug results) is to use fundamental heating from 
e v a n e £ c e n t fast waves in the near field of the antenna. 

t Transmitter design: Either m oscillator with an antenna in the 
reson£ n c circuit or a fixed-frequency anplifier will be used. The former stays 
in r e ? o n a n c e > '^e latter must be slightly retuned for resonance in the presence 
of plasma. 

t Ion-heating efficiency. 
f Tail or bulk ion heating: Ion ene.gy spectra obtained with a 

neutral analyzer and average ion energies obtained with diamagnetic loops will 
be tiW primar-' diagnostics. 

4 Optimum plasma density range. 
4 Wave propagation toward both plug and central cell or only to t n e 

central cell. The latter is preferable and probable if we use evanescent fast 
waves rather than slow w ves. Rf probes in the plugs will measure the w a v e 

propagation. An end-loss analyzer will measure any increase in the energf °^ 
end-l(?ss ions. 

tfhe goal of the above program is to learn how to heat a central-cell 
plasma sufficiently for a thermal barrier to be established. Maintenance °f 

13 -3 the c e n C r a l _ c e l l l o n temperature as the density is increased to 2 x 10 pm 
is a separate problem, less well suited to testing in Phaedrus for two reasons: 
Firsti fast-wave he-iting appears to be nore effective at high densities, 
b e c a u g e a hot tail can more rapidly equilibrate with the bulk ions and th^ wave 
does n o t propagate at low densities. Tie plasma densities expected in ph^edrus 
are marginal for propagation whereas thtse in TMX Upgrade are adequate. 
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Secondly, without thermal barriers, poor axial confinement will require more 
input power to the ions .nan can be collisionally exchanged between the tail 
and bulk ions. Thus, at power levels adequate to maintain T. = 900 eV in TUX 
Upgrade, much lower temperatures could be achiev.-d in Phnedrus. 
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APPENDIX A 
Brian McVey 

Preliminary results have beer, obtained using a computer code which models 
ICKH o: a plasma confined by solonoidal fields. Figure 1 illustrates the 
geometry assumed in the computer code. The plasma has a uniform density out 
to radius a - 2i> cm, where it abruptly drops to zero. Each plasma species is 
assumed to have a bi-Maxwe 11 ian velocity distribution. Xh': assumed plasma 
parameters (unless explicitly stated otherwise.) are listed in Table A-l. The 
linearized plasma response to the rf fields is computed via kinetic theory, 
neglecting finite gyroradius effects. 

The plasma response includes fundamental ion-cyclotron damping, electron 
Landau damping, and collision effects which are simply modeled by using a 
particle-conserving Krook collision operator. The present computer code is 
being modified to incorporate second harmonic heating. Referring again to 
Fig. 1, the rf fields are generated from an antenna consisting of two 
filamentary current loops positioned as shown. The plasma-antenna system is 
enclosed by an outer vacuum chamber of infinite conductivity and by two end-
plates. The boundary condition imposed at the end plates is E = 0, preserving 
the quasi-neutrality of the equilibrium plasma. 

Figure 1 represents a well-posed boundary-value problem in which the 
linearized self-consistent plasraa fields can be coraputed for the specified 
current source. Once the fields are determined, quantities such as the 
effective antenna loading resistance due to plasma absorption can be calcu
lated. Figure 2 is a plot of the antenna loading resistances as a function of 
fast wave modes. The solid curve is for minority heating of 5% H, the crosses 
for 102 H, and the dots for 20% H. The eigenmode becomes more sharply peaked 
for the larger concentrations of H, however, it is still sufficiently broad to 
provide a large power transfer to the plasma as the density changes slowly. 
Direct fundamental heating of a relatively large concentration of H by the 
fast wave appears feasible. The radial power absorption profiles for the two 
peaks in plasma loading are shown in Fig. 3. The lower density peak corres
ponds to the lowest order radial eigenmode. For this mode the power absorption 
tends to peak at the plasma surface. At the larger density, the next higher 
order radial mode is obtained with the power absorption peaking well within the 
plasma boundary. The solid curves assume constant current in the antenna. The 
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dashed curve corrects the power—deposition profile of the low-density mode to 
correspond to the sane power input to Che plasma as Che high-density mode. In 
Fig. J, the power absorption on axis is zero, since the assumed antenna 
exclusively excites n = 0 modes. We are in the process of evaluating the 
radial power-deposition profile of a half-turn loop which may improve the 
radial profile at the lower densities-

•TABLE A-l, TMX plasma parameters used to compute Figs. 2 and 3. 

B = 1 KG 
T = 140 eV 

952 D, T|| = T X = 50 eV 
1 % 

B « T l t = 200 e V 

T J = 1 teV 

= 10 
CH 

n is listed it Figs. 2 and 3 e 
Ij = 1 2 = 50 A peak 
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